
R4721689
 Carvajal

REF# R4721689 711.000 €

BEDS

3

BATHS

2

BUILT

125 m²

TERRACE

27 m²

The sea will be your chief guest in this amazing apartment in a new project in Carvajal. In Norwegian, the
six letters making up the word middel are used to refer to the Mediterranean, the sea which, in a very short
time, will be part of your everyday life. From the terrace you will enjoy incredible views over the sea horizon
and Mediterranean fragrance will slip in through your windows. The location is simply excellent: (i) the
project is very close to the beach (app. 4 mins walking time), (ii) there are shops and restaurants in walking
distance as well, plus (iii) apart from having two parking plots in a garage, there is a C1 train station just next
to the project and the train is going directly from the airport and/or Malaga city center every 15-20 mins. The
whole areal of the this project is designed as a garden (greenery) with a swimming pool and fitness as well.
The apartment is fully and beautifully furnished (designed by an architect) and the terrace has Lumon glass
panel system allowing closing and protecting the terrace whenever appropriate, plus using it during chillier
evenings. We recommend visiting this exceptionally beautiful and also practical apartment to fully
understand all the potential it can offer to you.
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